February Movies

February 3—Finding You
An inspirational romantic drama full of heart and humor about finding the strength to be true to oneself. After an ill-fated audition at a prestigious New York music conservatory, violinist Finley Sinclair travels to an Irish coastal village to begin her semester studying abroad. At the B&B run by her host family, she encounters gregarious and persistent heartthrob movie star Beckett Rush, who is there to film another installment of his medieval fantasy-adventure franchise. As romance sparks between the unlikely pair, Beckett ignites a journey of discovery for Finley that transforms her heart, her music, and her outlook on life. In turn, Finley emboldens Beckett to reach beyond his teen-idol image and pursue his true passion. But when forces surrounding Beckett's stardom threaten to crush their dreams, Finley must decide what she is willing to risk for love. Romance/Comedy. 1 hour 59 minutes.

February 10—Remember the Titans *One showing only SOUP-er Bowl Party
In Virginia, high school football is a way of life, an institution revered, each game celebrated more lavishly than Christmas, each playoff distinguished more grandly than any national holiday. And with such recognition, comes powerful emotions. In 1971 high school football was everything to the people of Alexandria. But when the local school board was forced to integrate an all black school with an all white school, the very foundation of football's great tradition was put to the test. Drama. 1 hour 53 minutes.

February 17—Roman Holiday
Overwhelmed by her suffocating schedule, touring European princess Ann takes off for a night while in Rome. When a sedative she took from her doctor kicks in, however, she falls asleep on a park bench and is found by an American reporter, Joe Bradley, who takes her back to his apartment for safety. At work the next morning, Joe finds out Ann's regal identity and bets his editor he can get exclusive interview with her, but romance soon gets in the way. Drama/Romance. 1 hour 59 minutes.

February 24—Something’s Gotta Give
When aging womanizer Harry Sanborn and his young girlfriend, Marin, arrive at her family’s beach house in the Hamptons, they find that her mother, dramatist Erica Barry, also plans to stay for the weekend. Erica is scandalized by the relationship and Harry's sexist ways. But when Harry has a heart attack, and a doctor prescribes bed rest at the Barry home, he finds himself falling for Erica — who, for once, may be out of his league. Romance/Comedy. 2 hour 5 minutes.

⇒ Shown on Thursdays at 9:30am and 1:30pm.
⇒ Each showing limited to 70 people.
⇒ RSVP is appreciated, walk-in’s may be accommodated.
⇒ No food or drink permitted in the auditorium.
⇒ Call if you need to cancel.
⇒ All movies subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances.